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ABSTRACT

1

Static analysis tools (SATs) have the potential to assist developers
in finding and fixing vulnerabilities in the early stages of software
development, requiring them to be able to understand and act on
tools’ notifications. To understand how helpful such SAT guidance is to developers, we ran an online experiment (N=132) where
participants were shown four vulnerable code samples (SQL injection, hard-coded credentials, encryption, and logging sensitive data)
along with SAT guidance, and asked to indicate the appropriate fix.
Participants had a positive attitude towards both SAT notifications
and particularly liked the example solutions and vulnerable code.
Seeing SAT notifications also led to more detailed open-ended answers and slightly improved code correction answers. Still, most
SAT (SpotBugs 67%, SonarQube 86%) and Control (96%) participants
answered at least one code-correction question incorrectly. Prior
software development experience, perceived vulnerability severity,
and answer confidence all positively impacted answer accuracy.

Developers write the code that goes into all types of applications
world wide, but despite the existence of security support tools, like
static analysis checkers, live code continues to have serious well
known security vulnerabilities in it. There are several possible reasons that detectable security issues persist in deployed applications,
such as not prioritising security, lack of awareness of available tools,
usability issues, or the challenges around understanding and fixing
identified problems. In this work, we look at Static Analysis Tools
(SATs) which can scan code for known vulnerabilities and provide
developers with potentially useful information about the nature of
the issue and how to correct it. We specifically look at the guidance
SATs provide to developers and how comprehensible and useful it
is to them when correcting identified issues.
Security issues continue to impact deployed programs used by
millions of users. A study of apps on the Android store found
vulnerabilities in security-important programs like bank and credit
card processing software [36]. Almost more concerning is how
consistent vulnerabilities are over time. A glance at the OWASP
top ten security risks over several years shows that the same issues
that were problematic ten or more years ago remain some of the
most common today [77]. So the problem is not that developers
are creating new and unique issues that are challenging to detect
and fix. It is that they make mistakes that are well known and have
known solutions. The observation suggests that the problem is a
lack of developer awareness and/or support.
SATs are designed to support developers by detecting code defects, in particular, in the early stages of software development.
SATs can work without needing to run the code itself so they can
be integrated into IDEs or even work off of websites which makes
it easier for developers to find and fix defects earlier in the development process rather than waiting till the test and production stages.
SATs are recommended as the first line of defence against vulnerabilities [102], and developers have previously acknowledged their
usefulness in finding security vulnerabilities [97]. Various academic
researchers recommend developers use SATs [45, 58, 86, 101, 102],
and they are also used by large technology companies such as Microsoft [22, 91], Facebook [31], and Google [5, 7, 82, 83], as well as in
open-source projects such as Linux, Firefox, and Qt [14, 48, 99, 105].
SATs are used for a wide range of code issues such as performance
and code clarity, but developers especially value them in finding
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security issues. Microsoft developers, for example, ranked finding
security issues as their top reason for using a SAT [22]. Facebook
also recently developed a SAT specifically to help their developers find security issues [15, 31]. SATs are also commonly used by
companies that consider security to be a high priority [44].
Fixing issues is about more than just finding them. It is also about
implementing a fix, which requires understanding the nature of the
problem and how to correctly implement the solution. Developers
come from a wide range of backgrounds, skill sets, and training [38,
65, 76]. While many of them may be aware of common issues like
SQL injection, it is unreasonable to assume that all developers have
a deep knowledge of all possible issues or how to fix them without
support. Hence, most SATs not only locate the issue, they also
provide developers with information about the identified issues
and guidance on how to go about further understanding and fixing
the issue. This guidance is presented in a wide variety of ways
depending on the SAT, but often is presented as a set of notifications
linked to problematic lines of code.
As support tools, SATs have the potential to provide developers
with helpful guidance linked to their coding issues. But existing
SATs suffer from usability issues such as interrupting work flow [22,
54, 88, 93], and poor integration with IDEs [54]. SAT notification
content can also be hard to understand [72, 82]. Developers use web
search engines to figure out what SAT notifications say [53]. At
Microsoft, developers ranked “bad error messages” as their second
most important issue with SATs [22], it was also the case that 75%
of Google developer SAT bug reports were because of notifications
misunderstandings [83]. These issues reduce the effectiveness of
the tools leading to developers potentially making less use of SATs.
In this work, we conducted an online experiment to see if the
notification guidance provided by two SATs (SonarQube, SpotBugs)
assisted developers in identifying correct fixes to vulnerable code
(SQL injection, hard-coded credentials, encryption, and sensitive
data exposure) as compared to only providing the problematic line
number (Control). We also asked participants follow-up comprehension and attitude questions about the provided notifications.
We found that the SpotBugs condition showed a statistically
significant increase in identifying the correct fix compared to the
Control. Most of the SpotBugs impact comes from the sensitive
data exposure code sample, which was the only code sample of
the four we tested that showed a clear difference between the
three conditions and was the most challenging for developers to
answer correctly. The result shows that notification content can
have a positive impact on developer accuracy, but it also means
that the observed improvements are not happening uniformly, even
within the same tool, it also means that our choice of sample code
vulnerabilities likely impacted which tool showed positive results.
We also found that prior software development experience, the
perceived vulnerability severity, and confidence in answer had significant impacts on ability to find the correct fix. Developers showed
a positive attitude towards notification information, particularly
examples of vulnerable code and example solutions. Developers in
SAT conditions also provided more detailed answers to free-text
questions compared to the Control, suggesting that the notification
content is impacting developer comprehension of the problem.
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2

RELATED WORK

SATs work by analysing code and identifying potential known vulnerabilities in the code, often with feedback about the vulnerability
and how to go about fixing it. While this process is specific to SATs,
it has some obvious overlaps with areas like compiler errors and
work on communicating security information to users.

2.1

Prevalence of known vulnerabilities

Well known security vulnerabilities are distressingly common in
deployed code. For example, one study looked at incorrect usage
of a confusing cURL PHP API call that checks if SSL certificates
are valid and found that developers at large financial companies
such as PayPal, Amazon, Chase mobile banking, and several other
organisations had unintentionally disabled SSL verification [36].
Similarly, another study of 1,009 iOS apps shows that 14% incorrectly used SSL validations when communicating with servers [32].
Both of these vulnerabilities are fairly simplistic and easy to detect,
but they also effectively disabled encryption in transit for a large
number of apps and services. So while the vulnerabilities are simple
and well known, the impact is large and problematic.
Vulnerabilities like those above are unfortunately easy to add
into code unintentionally, particularly if the vulnerability is caused
by several events stacking together. SQL injection is a good example
of this issue. Data is frequently entered into SQL databases by
constructing a query string. A common issue is to use unverified
input in that string, essentially allowing the attacker to insert their
own query. The issue is not necessarily obvious if the developer
is not thinking about where their string data is coming from, but
in modern APIs it can be easily fixed by using prepared statements
which will do the input verification for the developer. A similar,
more subtle, example is writing sensitive data into log files that are
poorly secured. Logging events and errors is a common developer
behaviour, especially when debugging, but thinking about where
those logs will go long term and how they will be secured requires
more awareness of issues. These types of issues can lead to serious
consequences. For example in 2019, DoorDash, a food delivery app
with over 10m installs, stored users’ credentials in plain text on
users’ phones, allowing any other app access to the data [29, 30].

2.2

Static analysis tools (SATs)

SATs can assist developers in identifying security issues by scanning
code without needing to run it [60]. These tools look for known
patterns both in the code text as well as in the call graphs, doing
so lets them find issues that may be caused by code in several
different files. For example, running a static analyser on 293 opensource projects found 21,201 code “security smells” such as hardcoded credentials, weak encryption algorithms, and incorrect usage
of HTTPS [80]. SATs have also been used very successfully to
detect apps that potentially leak personal information through ad
networks [52] and finding inconsistencies between privacy policies
and implementations [106] showing their range of ability at finding
problematic patterns in software.
Unfortunately, despite being effective at finding vulnerabilities, SATs have several usability problems including checking for
the wrong types of problems by default, having poor notifications [6, 22, 90], interrupting work flows [22, 54, 93], having too
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many false positives [22, 54], not providing enough support for
teamwork, and poorly integration with IDEs [54]. Looking closer
at SAT notification content, a recent heuristic walkthrough and
user study of four security SATs showed that “missing or buried
information” in notifications was a major usability issue. Participants used terms such as generic, complicated, unclear, or short, to
describe notifications [88].
While beyond the scope of this paper, dynamic analysis is also
an approach developers can use to detect vulnerabilities during
code execution. Its obvious down side is that it requires that code
be executed and the inputs used during execution can impact what
it finds. Its advantage over SATs is primarily that it can operate on
code where the full source is not available, such as with apps with
third-party libraries that download and run code during execution.
Both static and dynamic analysis provide useful insights for testing,
but neither are comprehensive [102]. While we focus on SATs in
this paper, our findings would likely apply to dynamic analysis
notification content as well.

2.3

Communicating with developers

One of the most common ways developers have historically gotten feedback about their code is through compiler error messages,
which provide feedback when code does not adhere to the language
requirements. Given their ubiquity, developer interactions with
these error messages has been studied for some years [8, 13, 85, 94].
Focusing on usability issues, we know that a developers’ ability
to read a compiler error message is correlated with their ability
to complete a programming task correctly [9]. Error messages,
however, are not necessarily easy to read and have a complexity
similar to source code [9]. Prior work also suggests adding detailed
explanations to compiler errors, such as concrete suggestions for
common error cases, can help novice developers learn to produce
fewer errors over time [12].
Several works have looked at the properties a good developercentred notification should have. Cranor proposed a general framework for reasoning about security communication which is generally intended for end users [25], but is also applicable for developers,
her framework emphasises the need for communications that can
be readily understood, processed further, and remembered. Bauer et
al. proposed several general principles for designing usable warning
messaging including: describe the risk comprehensively, be concise
and accurate, offer meaningful options, present relevant contextual
information, and follow a consistent layout [11]. Gorski et al. applied Bauer’s guidelines to a cryptography API design that included
multiple elements such as risk description, secure and insecure
actions with examples, and background information. They found
that having the API provide a warning with security advice improves code security without changing the perceived usability of the
API [40]. In a follow-up participatory design study with developers,
researchers highlighted five key elements (message classification,
title message, code location, link to detailed external resources, and
colour) that participants considered helpful in cryptography API
warnings [39]. On a positive note, simple changes to API messaging
have been show to be helpful. In OpenSSL, for example, “hostname
mismatch (X509_V_ERR_HOSTNAME_MISMATCH)” can be reworded to
“The server hostname does not match the certificate subject
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name. (X509_ERR_HOSTNAME_MISMATCH, see http://x509errors.cz)”,
to provide more information to developers [96].
Looking at SAT notification information specifically, notification
content can be confusing and require a search engine to understand
the words used [53]. Empirically, developers also require an unexpectedly large amount of time to fix low-complexity SAT-identified
issues [46] suggesting that comprehending and applying the notification content was not straight-forward. Google had its own
developers use a SAT and found that 75% of the bugs they reported
were related to misunderstandings of the notification content [83].
When Microsoft developers were asked about SAT pain points, the
top two answers were: “wrong checks are on by default” and “bad
error messages” [22].
These results suggest that there is room for improvement in
our understanding of how developers interpret SAT notification
content and how that interpretation translates into their ability
to correct identified issues. We extend the body of research on
developers comprehension of and attitudes towards SAT security
notification [53, 54, 89, 90] by conducting a quantitative study with
a larger sample and also looking at the effectiveness of SAT security
notification content at assisting developers in fixing vulnerabilities.

3

METHOD

Prior research calls for designing effective security communication
aimed at developers [26, 39–41, 61, 92]. We contribute to this work
by looking at the effectiveness of SAT security notification content.
Our research questions (RQs) are:
RQ1: how effective is SAT security notification content at assisting
developers in fixing vulnerabilities?
RQ2: what are developers’ attitudes toward SAT security notification content?
RQ3: how do developers’ attitudes toward SAT security notification content correlate with their ability to fix vulnerabilities?
RQ4: how do developers comprehend SAT security notification
content?
We conducted an online between-subjects experiment with three
conditions including two SATs and one Control condition to answer
our RQs. Each condition had four code samples each with one
vulnerability. We showed participants (N=132) all four samples
presented in a random order from one of the conditions.

3.1

Apparatus and materials

We used an online survey, deployed on Qualtrics, as it allowed us to
gather data from a larger sample of developers. We tested our survey
content in two rounds. First with nine colleagues who helped us
improve the grammar, spelling, and clarity of the questions. Second,
with a pilot of 13 Prolific participants. We used the data from both
rounds to improve questions and estimate timing.
3.1.1 Tool Selection. To select which SATs to use in the study,
we made a list of SATs that appeared in: (1) SAT benchmark papers [43, 79], (2) developer studies [6, 88], and (3) Stack Overflow
discussions about SATs [47]. Then, we filtered for SATs that appeared in more than one source and had pre-written security rules
capable of detecting a range of vulnerabilities. Our resulting list included Fortify, Veracode, Kiuwan, SonarQube, and SpotBugs. A free
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version was available for SonarQube and SpotBugs. We reached out
to Fortify, Veracode, and Kiuwan to give us access to their products
and collaborate with us, but they either declined or did not respond
to our requests (a similar scenario happened in the study by Smith
et al. [88]). Hence, our final tools were SonarQube and SpotBugs.
SonarQube (v8.1.0.31237) was initially added because it appeared
both in interviews with developers [99] and in Stack Overflow discussions [47]. It had an open-source community version and a paid
version. We used the community version. We installed the service
on a local machine (MacOS) as a web server. The tool displayed its
reports through an interactive web page generated after running a
command in the terminal.
SpotBugs (v3.1.13) is a successor of FindBugs. It has been used in
recent studies [43, 79], and its predecessor appeared in several research papers for usability experiments [54, 88, 89], lessons learned
from deployments [7, 82], and in Stack Overflow discussions [47].
We installed SpotBugs as a plugin in Eclipse (MacOS) through
Eclipse Marketplace. We further added the Find Security Bugs (FSB)
(v1.10.1) a plugin which allowed us to run security analysis. Reports
were generated similar to other analysis that Eclipse provides.
3.1.2 Code Samples. We made a list of code samples with vulnerabilities from three resources: (1) OWASP’s 2017 top ten web
application security risks [77], (2) common weakness enumeration
(CWE) 2019 top 25 most dangerous software errors [24], and (3)
prior research in usable security studies with developers [1, 4, 28, 40,
57, 66, 71, 79]. All code samples were in Java which was selected because it was a popular programming language in several platforms
such as GitHub [37], Stack Overflow [76], and other programming
languages indexing services [20, 23, 51]. We adapted code samples
from National Security Agency test cases [73] and Find Security
Bugs code samples [18]. Our two SATs also detected different security issues; so we tested samples to make sure that both tools
would produce a notification on the same code. For example, we
tried several code samples with cross-site scripting vulnerabilities,
but none of the samples would trigger a notification in both tools.
The final cases were selected to use a range of vulnerability types:
Sensitive data exposure (DE): excessive and unnecessary logging
could expose sensitive data (OWASP A3, CWE-200, and [28]). We
used logging of data from a server request. If a runtime error occurs the exception would be logged using e.printStackTrace()
possibly making the data available to an attacker with access to
potentially less secured logs.
Encryption (EN): where the code encrypts plain text [1, 40, 57, 66,
71] using a key and a cipher with RC2 method. RC2 is an obsolete
algorithm that can be broken [55].
Hard-coded credentials (HC): use of hard-coded credentials in the
code (CWE-798 and [4, 79]) can reveal sensitive information about
the software such as usernames, passwords, and API secret keys.
The sample creates a database connection with hard-coded admin
as username and password.
SQL injection (SI): data provided by users should be sanitised
before use in SQL database queries (OWASP A1, CWE-89, and [28]).
Our case contained an update to the database using a string concatenation including input data using the createStatement() and
execute() methods.
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Table 1: Notification elements that appeared in each of the
SAT notifications shown to participants. N shows the number of participants in each condition (132 in total).
Control (N=46)
DE

EN

Example solution code
Example vulnerable code
Explanations
Links to other resources
Meta data (e.g. rank, severity, category)

HC

SI

SonarQube (N=43)

SpotBugs (N=43)

DE

EN

HC

SI

DE

EN

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

HC

SI

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

For each code sample, SAT combination we recorded the notification text that was produced. Often this text was broken into several
elements such as example solution code, links to other resources,
and explanations per code sample. Table 1 shows which elements
were present by SAT and code sample.

3.2

Survey instrument

Participants were first instructed to read the participant information
sheet and then asked for consent. Those who consented, were
tested on their proficiency in Java. They were asked to answer
two multiple-choice Java questions [87]: (1) find the correct way
of declaring the main method to allow a class to be started as a
standalone Java program. The correct answer was public static
void main(String args[]). (2) Identifying the keyword that is
not a Java keyword from throw, void, instanceof, and except;
except was the correct answer. If they did not get the right answer
for both Java questions, they were sent to a thank you page and the
survey ended. Those who answered the Java questions correctly
were shown a brief introduction to the upcoming pages that directed
them to use the provided notification to answer questions and not
use any search engines.
For each code sample, participants were shown the vulnerable code with a highlighted line, the notification(s), and several
questions. The vulnerable code was comprised of a small class
with one method that included a code snippet with a vulnerability. The notification contained the exact wording and structure
from the tools but was minimally re-formatted so that they used
consistent fonts, colours, text width, and heading styles. Figure 1
shows the notification for HC case in the SonarQube condition. For
some condition/case combinations the tool produced more than
one notification, or had a short and long version. In these cases,
all the notifications from the tool were shown to the participant,
Figure 1 also depicts such a situation. For the Control condition,
the participants were only shown the short notification: “There is
a vulnerability in line [n].”
Questions for each code sample included a multiple choice question with potential fixes, three open-ended comprehension questions, and eighteen Likert items. Potential fix options were modifications of the highlighted vulnerable line with one or two neighbouring lines also shown for context, they were shown in a randomised
order. The options included: unmodified copy-paste of the vulnerable sample code, correct fix to the vulnerability, and two options
that performed the same insecure action using different code. The
last two code options included modifications such as: (1) adding
code lines with no functional impact such as adding a new variable,
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The following Java code establishes a database connection. Please answer the following questions based on the
code and the provided output from the static analysis checker.

import
import
import
import

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

java.sql.Connection;
java.sql.DriverManager;
java.sql.SQLException;
java.util.Properties;

public final Connection action() throws SQLException {
return DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/dbName", "admin", "admin");
}

Imagine that you ﬁnish writing the method above, and then run a static analysis tool on your code. After running, the
tool generates the following notiﬁcation on line 8:
Remove this hard-coded password.

You ask the tool for more details and see the information below:

Credentials should not be hard-coded
Vulnerability
Blocker
Main sources
cert, cwe, owasp-a2, sans-top25-porous
Available SinceJan 27, 2020
SonarAnalyzer (Java)
Constant/issue: 30min
Because it is easy to extract strings from a compiled application, credentials should never be hard-coded. Do so, and they're almost guaranteed to end up in the
hands of an attacker. This is particularly true for applications that are distributed.
Credentials should be stored outside of the code in a strongly-protected encrypted conﬁguration ﬁle or database.
It's recommended to customize the conﬁguration of this rule with additional credential words such as "oauthToken", "secret", ...

Noncompliant Code Example
Connection conn = null;
try {
conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/test?" +
"user=steve&password=blue"); // Noncompliant
String uname = "steve";
String password = "blue";
conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/test?" +
"user=" + uname + "&password=" + password); // Noncompliant

java.net.PasswordAuthentication pa = new java.net.PasswordAuthentication("userName", "1234".toCharArray());

// Noncompliant

Compliant Solution
Connection conn = null;
try {
String uname = getEncryptedUser();
String password = getEncryptedPass();
conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/test?" +
"user=" + uname + "&password=" + password);

See
OWASP Top 10 2017 Category A2 - Broken Authentication
MITRE, CWE-798 - Use of Hard-coded Credentials
MITRE, CWE-259 - Use of Hard-coded Password
CERT, MSC03-J. - Never hard code sensitive information
SANS Top 25 - Porous Defenses
Derived from FindSecBugs rule Hard Coded Password

Figure 1: Code sample and notification for hard-coded credentials case in SonarQube condition.
(2) performing the same action using multiple lines, such as assigning to a variable then passing the variable instead of the value, (3)
passing a value directly instead of through a variable, (4) passing
more or less parameters to methods calls, (5) calling a different
method, and (6) changing the method signature to accept more or
less parameters.
Three open-ended questions collected developers’ comprehension of notification content: (1) In a couple of sentences, explain the
issue(s) highlighted by the notification(s) as if you were explaining
them to a colleague. (2) What action(s) would you take in response
to the notification? and (3) What could happen if you ignore the
notification? The above questions are loosely based on Wogalter’s
framework around information comprehension [104]. These questions were initially intended to judge comprehension accuracy, but
as we discuss in results, the answers were too brief and free of

context to reliably judge. Instead we use the answers to identify
themes of notification content that is most salient to developers.
Each code sample also included a set of Likert attitudinal questions about the notification (see Table 9 in Appendix B for full list
of Likert items). Some of the Likert items (item 2–3, 8–13, 15–18)
were inspired by a previous exploratory study on SATs [53].
After working through the four code samples, participants were
asked what features they found useful in the notifications. If the
participant was a user of SATs, we also asked them which tools
they used, for what purposes, and what they thought about SATs
(Section 4.1). SAT attitudinal questions were taken from Vassallo et
al.’s work [98]. Sample code questions and answer options of these
questions, and Likert items, and also the answer options for SAT
attitudinal questions were all randomised. The survey ended with
demographics and employment status questions. All questions were
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Invited
Chose to participate
Received an email
Started the survey
Passed Java test
Passed Java but didn’t finish the survey
Valid responses

Prolific

GitHub

Snowball

231
189
100
39
61

22,500
161
137
67
70

8
2
1
1

mandatory and required an answer. The full survey instrument is
included in the ACM supplementary materials.

3.3

Participants

We recruited participants through emails we collected from top
1,000 GitHub Java repositories sorted by the number of stars, Prolific [78] with screening for having knowledge of software development techniques and not being a student (resulted in 11,575 eligible
participants out of 140,797 participants in total), and snowball sampling. Both Prolific and GitHub have been used to recruit in previous
developer-centred security studies [3, 100]. For complete responses,
participants received £9 through Prolific or an international gift
card with the same amount for other methods (minimum wage in
the UK was £8.72 per hour in June 2020). The study was conducted
in accordance with the Ethics procedures of our institution.
Recruitment was done during June 2020. For Prolific, 231 participants chose to participate in the study, of which 189 started
the survey. After removing participants who did not pass the Java
tests and did not finish the survey, we had 61 valid responses from
Prolific, 70 from GitHub, and 1 from snowball sampling (Table 2).
The final number of valid participants per condition were Control:
46, SonarQube: 43, and SpotBugs: 43.
It took participants a median of 44 minutes to finish the survey
(mode = 32 minutes, SD = 229 minutes, and average = 107 minutes).
The large standard deviation is likely caused by some participants
leaving the survey and coming back later; therefore, median and
mode better represent study duration.
Participants were predominantly male (88.6%), 17.4% were students in computer science (CS)-related topics, 59.1% were employed
in software development, and 18.9% were employed in management,
testing, security, and design related roles. The average team size
for those employed in software-related jobs was 9.4 members (SD
= 12 members). Table 3 shows a summary of participants’ demographics, and Figure 2 shows their years of experience in software
development, Java programming, and computer security.

3.4

Data analysis

For RQ1, we fitted two generalised linear models with binary score
(correct, incorrect) as dependent variable. The first model was a
generalised linear mixed model and consisted of the thee conditions
(Control, SonarQube, and SpotBugs) and years of experience as fixed
effects, and participant ID as a random effect, given that we had four
scores per participant in each condition [42]. The second model
was a simple logistic regression and consisted of Sample Code (DE,

Count of participants

Table 2: Summary of participant recruitment per channel.

Software development
Java programming
Computer security

60
40
20
0

0-1 yrs

2-5 yrs

6-10 yrs
11-15 yrs Above 16 yrs
Years of experience

Figure 2: Participants’ years of experience in software development, Java programming, and computer security (132 participants).
EN, HC, SI) and years of experience. In order to determine the most
appropriate metric of years of experience, we compared the fit of
three models, one for years of Java experience, one for years of
software development experience, and one for years of security
experience resulting in years of software development experience
being the best fit. Years of software experience was coded as an
ordinal variable; Sample Code was a categorical variable with SI as
the baseline and SAT explanation was also a categorical variable
with Control as the baseline. Data was from 132 participants, each
participant contributed four data points; therefore, all models were
built with 528 data points (Section 4.2).
For RQ2, we conducted a factor analysis of the 18 Likert items to
discover underlying factors that represent participants’ ratings [16,
19] (Section 4.3). For RQ3, we used logistic regression to determine the effect of these four factors on participants’ scores, while
controlling for years of experience and SAT condition (Section 4.4).
All regression analyses were conducted in R using the lme4 [10]
and arm [35] packages. Goodness of fit for all regression models
is assessed using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [34] and
Nagelkerke’s pseudo 𝑅 2 [67]. Regression models are reported using standard tables which list the estimate for the coefficient of
each variable, together with the standard error of the estimate and
the probability that it is non-zero. For easier interpretation in the
text, we convert the coefficients to Odds Ratios (OR) [34]. In the
context of the models, positive ORs mean that the odds of the fix
being correct increase compared to the baseline by 𝑂𝑅 − 1% if the
variable is 1 (e.g., if a person has 2–5 years’ experience in software
development) or if the unit of the variable increases by one (i.e., if
the value of the attitude to notifications factor increases by one).
Negative ORs mean that the odds of the fix being correct decreases
correspondingly. For more on the interpretation of ORs, see [27].
In addition, RQ4 was investigated with three open-ended comprehension questions (Section 4.5). We used thematic analysis with
affinity diagrams [17, 59] to identify answer themes. We chose to
not classify answers into right and wrong because such judgement
depends on context which was not provided (some of our participants also pointed out that answers should be context-dependent).
Instead we looked at what participants were mentioning in their
answers which reflects the concepts they were associating with the
vulnerability and were most salient to them. Answers were at most
a few sentences long which allowed us to write each down on a
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Table 3: Summary of participants demographics (N=132). Team members and number of employees are only for participants
employed in computer science (CS)-related roles (N=96).
Gender
Male
Female
Others

117 (88.6%)
10 (7.6%)
5 (3.8%)

Age
Mean
SD

Current continent
30.4
8

Europe
North America
Asia
South America
Oceania

90 (68.2%)
23 (17.4%)
12 (9.1%)
4 (3%)
3 (2.3%)

Student in
CS-related topics?
Not student
Student

109 (82.6%)
23 (17.4%)

Employment status
Development
Management
Testing
Security
Design
Other
Employed not related to CS
Not employed

sticky note. We set up a board for each comprehension question
(three boards in total). Then we put all sticky notes with answers
on the boards. During virtual workshops with 5 researchers with a
minimum of masters degree in CS-related topics, we asked them to
read each item and then group them until all boards were stable,
i.e., everyone was satisfied with the state of the board and did not
want to further move the notes. We then asked them to discuss the
relations between grouped notes.

3.5

Limitations

We used four code samples with two SATs, which is not representative of what developers might face in their daily routines and might
not be generalisable to all developers or all possible vulnerabilities.
However, the two SATs that we used in our study are amongst the
most frequently used SATs for our participants (Section 4.1).
Our Control condition provided participants with the line number of the vulnerability which is more information than an unassisted developer might normally get. We chose to do so because our
focus is on the content and general usefulness of the notifications
in helping developers correct issues, rather than developers’ ability
to locate problematic lines on their own. However, this decision
does mean that participants in Control condition likely performed
better than they would do without any assistance.
Our population is skewed towards males with fewer years of
experience (Figure 2 and Table 3), which is similar to Stack Overflow’s 2020 developers survey [76]. However, the results are likely
not generalisable to all developers. We distributed the survey to a
sample population of developers recruited from multiple but still
limited channels, which is common in developer-centred security
studies. Furthermore, we did not observe participants during the
survey; therefore, we cannot be sure how they completed the tasks,
how long they spent on each task, or whether they consulted with
any other materials and resources. It is further notable that we provided the code in the answer options (similar to what developers do
when looking at sample codes in documentation or online websites
such as Stack Overflow), and we did not ask participants to write
the code from scratch which may lead to different findings.
The two main recruitment channels GitHub and Prolific had different variances for the rate of accuracy in code sample questions.
73.2% of GitHub participants and 54.1% of Prolific participants answered at least one code sample questions correctly. However, they
were evenly distributed across SAT conditions. So while GitHub
participants were more accurate, the same percentage of, say, SpotBugs participants were from GitHub as the other conditions. The

English level

78 (59.1%)
9 (6.8%)
6 (4.5%)
2 (1.5%)
5 (3.8%)
3 (2.3%)
16 (12.1%)
13 (9.8%)

Native
Fluent
Proficient
Conversant
Basic knowledge

57 (43.2%)
45 (34.1%)
22 (16.7%)
5 (3.8%)
3 (2.3%)

Team members
(N = 96)
Mean
SD

9.4
12

Number of employees
(N = 96)
Freelancer
2-9 employees
10-99 employees
100-999 employees
1,000-9,999 employees
10,000 or more employees

6 (6.2%)
8 (8.3%)
23 (23.9%)
24 (25%)
17 (17.7%)
18 (18.7%)

developers who write code for millions of peoples’ devices come
from a wide range of backgrounds and are not all professionals. So
we believe that including both groups better represents the wider
range of developers.

4

RESULTS

We present our results in four subsections. First, we present descriptive statistics of SAT usage questions to give context about our
participants. Then, we move on to quantitative results (RQ1, RQ2,
RQ3), followed by qualitative analysis of comprehension-related
questions (RQ4).

4.1

Usage of static analysis tools

Of the 112 (85%) participants who said that they had used SATs
previously, 71 (63%) use them regularly (daily, weekly, or monthly).
Only one participant had never heard of SATs before.
ESLint (a JavaScript specific SAT) is used by our participants the
most, which makes sense since it is commonly used in open-source
projects [98]. SpotBugs + FindBugs are a close second, Checkstyle
(primarily for checking coding standards) ranks third, and SonarQube ranks fourth. Other tools that we considered for our study
such as Veracode, Kiuwan, and Fortify are used less frequently.
Participants mostly use SATs while they code (%63) (similar to the
preference of Microsoft developers who prefer to see the results in
their editor [22]), and during continuous integration builds (%54).
Checking for style, best practices and security issues are among the
top uses of SATs, which is in line with prior research [22, 98]. Participants mostly disagreed with “I do not need static analysis tools”
and agreed with items that are in favour of SATs, such as they ease
manual activities and SAT notifications are relevant for improving
software security. Further details are included in Appendix A.

4.2

How effective is SAT security notification
content at assisting developers in fixing
vulnerabilities?

We used AIC to determine which of the three experience variables
yielded the best fit to the data, with lower AIC indicating a better
fit. The AIC of the model based on general software experience
was 672.0, followed by the model based on Java experience (686.6)
and the model based on security experience (689.0). We report the
coefficients for the fixed effects of the resulting generalised linear
mixed model in Table 4. There was only one random effect, an
additional intercept that varied by participant. Typically, random
effects are reported using the variance of the relevant estimates [34].
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𝛽

SE

𝑝 –value

Condition
Control
Baseline
SonarQube
0.254
0.227
𝑝 > .26
SpotBugs
0.612
0.236
𝑝 < .01
Years of experience in software development
0–1 years
Baseline
2–5 years
0.873
0.323
𝑝 < .01
6–10 years
1.378
0.348 𝑝 < .0001
11–15 years
1.396
0.384 𝑝 < .0005
16 years and above
1.437
0.382 𝑝 < .0005
Intercept
-0.723 0.3001
𝑝 < .05

The variance of the random effect in this model was 0.01418. We see
that SpotBugs improves participants’ ability to find the correct fix
compared to the Control condition (𝛽 = 0.612, 𝑂𝑅 = 1.84, 𝑝 < .01),
but the findings for SonarQube are inconclusive.
However, the strongest effect is years of experience in developing
software as can be seen from the size of the coefficients in Table 4.
Participants with 2–5 years’ experience perform better than those
with 0–1 years of experience (𝛽 = 0.873, 𝑂𝑅 = 2.39, 𝑝 < .01). Those
with six or more years’ experience perform better still. For each
of the relevant categories (6–10 years’ experience, 11–15 years’
experience, 16+ years’ experience), the estimate of the coefficient
𝛽 is between 1.38 and 1.44, which corresponds to ORs of around 4.
Thus, experienced software developers are around four times more
likely to identify the correct fix than inexperienced ones.
Only seven participants did not identify any of the correct fixes,
22 participants identified all the correct fixes, and the majority of
participants (N=110) failed to identify at least one of the correct
fixes. Figure 3 shows the count of correct answers for the code
sample question for all participants.
Even though both tools provide vulnerable code examples, participants did somewhat better in the SpotBugs condition. Figure 4
suggests that this is mostly due to DE, where SpotBugs provided a
clear advantage over the other two conditions. We hypothesise that
the example solution code in SonarQube which included a logger
and stack trace confused some participants; because the example’s
stack trace suggestion (including LOGGER.log("context", e) in
the catch) did not appear in the catch part of the try/catch block in
any of the answer options.
Overall, participants struggled most with the sensitive data exposure (DE) code sample (Figure 4). Table 5 shows the coefficients
of the logistic regression model for the effect of Sample Code on the

Count of participants

Independent variables

Control

SonarQube

SpotBugs

Total

60

40

20

0

0

1

2
3
Count of correct answers

4

Figure 3: Number of answers per-participant that identified
the correct fix to the code vulnerabilities (132 participants).
Control
% that answered correctly

Table 4: Generalised linear mixed model for SAT conditions–
fixed effects. Baseline is Control condition and 0–1 years
experience in software development. 𝛽: Coefficient estimate. SE: standard error of coefficient estimate. Nagelkerke’s pseudo 𝑅 2 = .07.

SonarQube

SpotBugs

80
60
40
20
0

DE

EN
HC
Code samples

SI

Figure 4: Percentage of participants who identified the correct code fix per code sample (132 participants).
ability to find the correct fix taking the SI as the baseline. Again, we
used software experience as the relevant experience metric (AIC
of model: 621.08), as it provided a better fit than Java experience
(AIC: 641.49) or computer security (AIC: 642.51). The only difficult
code sample is DE (𝛽 = −1.730, 𝑂𝑅 = 0.18, 𝑝 < .0001), while HC
is very similar to the baseline SI, and EN is not significantly more
difficult than the baseline. This means that for every five people
who manage to identify the correct fix for the baseline, SI, only one
person will be able to identify the correct fix for DE. This is in line
with the pattern shown in Figure 4.

4.3

What are developers’ attitudes toward SAT
security notification content?

When we asked participants to rate which elements in the presented
notifications they found useful, example snippets (both of solution
and vulnerable code) were rated most useful, followed by explanations. Opinions about links to other resources and metadata were
mixed. Figure 5 shows combined Likert items about the usefulness
of notifications elements in both SonarQube and SpotBugs.
Participants answered a set of eighteen Likert questions per code
sample. To make the data easier to interpret, we used factor analysis
to group items into relevant factors. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
(𝑝 < .001) and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (.87, above .50 is considered
as suitable) both showed that our data is suitable for exploratory
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Table 5: Logistic regression model for sample codes. Baseline
is SI condition and 0–1 years experience in software development. 𝛽: Coefficient estimate. SE: standard error of coefficient estimate. Nagelkerke’s pseudo 𝑅 2 = .20.

Independent variables

𝛽

SE

Table 6: Results of factor analysis for the Likert items. Three
columns with conditions represent mean (𝜇) and standard
deviation (𝜎) per factor taken across the Likert items in the
respective factor (see Table 9 in the appendix for full list of
Likert items).

𝑝 –value
Factor

Sample code
SQL injection (SI)
Baseline
Sensitive data exposure (DE) -1.730 0.281 𝑝 < .0001
Encryption (EN)
-0.401 0.285 𝑝 = 1.00
Hard-coded credentials (HC) 0.000 0.296
𝑝 > .15
Years of experience in software development
0–1 years
Baseline
2–5 years
1.077 0.331 𝑝 < .001
6–10 years
1.625 0.359 𝑝 < .0001
11–15 years
1.579 0.397 𝑝 < .0001
16 years and above
1.660 0.395 𝑝 < .0001
Intercept
-0.060 0.335
𝑝 > .85
Not at all useful

Slightly useful

Moderately useful

Very useful

Extremely useful

1
2
3
4

Attitudes towards the notifications
Prior knowledge and experience
Importance and severity of the vulnerability
Confidence in the solution

Explanations

Links to other resources

Meta data
(e.g. rank, severity, category)
0

20

40
60
% of participants

80

100

Figure 5: Answers to “to what extent did you find the following elements in the notifications useful?” From 86 SAT
participants, excluding Control.

4.4

.87
.78
.69
.79

Control

SonarQube

SpotBugs

𝜇

𝜎

𝜇

𝜎

𝜇

𝜎

2.85
3.68
4.02
3.54

0.35
0.22
0.24
0.17

3.87
3.41
4.22
3.80

0.22
0.28
0.27
0.13

3.73
3.44
4.22
3.92

0.27
0.25
0.21
0.10

How do developers’ attitudes toward SAT
security notification content correlate with
their ability to fix vulnerabilities?

Table 7 shows the effect of developer attitudes, years of software
experience, and SAT condition on participants’ scores. While the
effect of years of experience remains unchanged , the effect of SAT
condition is no longer significant. Instead, we find that participants’
attitudes are much better predictors of their score. If they deem the
vulnerability sufficiently important (𝛽 = 0.741, 𝑂𝑅 = 2.1, 𝑝 < .0001),
and are confident in their solution (𝛽 = 0.508, 𝑂𝑅 = 1.67, 𝑝 < .0005),
they are more likely to be correct, regardless of the SAT condition.
In order to assess whether the SAT condition mediated the effect
of developer attitudes on their scores, we fitted a second model
that contained an interaction between Condition and importance of
vulnerability and an interaction between Condition and confidence
in solution. The AIC of the more complex model was 613.29; the
AIC of the original model was 605.48, which means that the original
model is the best fit.

4.5
factor analysis (Cronbach’s alpha = .85) [103]. We chose the number
of factors by using a Scree plot and selecting eigenvalues above
one [56]. Since four values were above one, we chose four factors.
We tried both orthogonal and oblique rotations. We picked varimax (orthogonal rotation) because its results were slightly more
interpretable. We only included items with a factor loading greater
than .40 [84], which resulted in two items (17 and 18) not fitting
in any factors. Table 6 shows the results of factor analysis with
mean and standard deviation of each factor. It is notable that by
taking the mean across the four sample codes, we effectively ignore
the impact of different sample code since we are interested in the
effect of conditions (tools) on the outcome variable (participants
ability in finding the correct fix). Full list of Likert items with their

Cronbach’s
alpha

loading factors, means, and standard deviations are included in the
Appendix B.
Looking at the first factor in Table 6, attitudes towards the notifications, the means of the two SATs are not much different, however, the differences between the SATs and the Control condition
is stronger suggesting that participants have a positive attitude
towards the notification compared to a minimum notification condition (Control). This is inline with Figure 5 in which the majority
of participants find example code and explanations generally useful.

Example solution code

Example vulnerable code
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How do developers comprehend SAT
security notification content?

Here, we discuss the three open-ended comprehension questions
which asked about explaining the issue(s) to a colleague, what actions to take in response, and what would happen if the notification
was ignored. We combined the answers from participants that saw
either of the two SAT notifications because we were more interested
in how having notification text impacted answers. Since answers
were rather short (on average 16 words, SD = 12 words) and addressed the question directly themes naturally formed around the
questions. Table 8 shows the results of the thematic analysis for
these questions. 29 SAT and 6 Control answers were excluded in
the analysis because they were too short or had too little context
to make sense of. Participants’ quotes are labelled as Control (CN),
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Table 7: Logistic regression model for participants’ attitudes.
Baseline is Control condition and 0–1 years experience in
software development. 𝛽: Coefficient estimate. SE: standard
error of coefficient estimate. Nagelkerke’s pseudo 𝑅 2 = .24.
Independent variables

𝛽

SE

𝑝 –value

0.168
0.131
0.148
0.136

𝑝 > .25
𝑝 < .05
𝑝 < .0001
𝑝 < .0005

(N=10) did not mention any security-related terms. Similar to the
explanations, “logger” was used rarely by Control participants.
When it comes to the consequences of ignoring this notification,
several SAT participants (N=27) brought up non-security related
consequences such as debugging problems: “Ignoring this notification would make the search for errors less practical” (SQ23).

SonarQube (SQ), and SpotBugs (SB) along with the participant’s
identification number.
While we were keen to understand participants’ comprehension,
the short answers made it difficult to effectively categorise answers
based on comprehension level. For example, SB111’s answer: “That
type of Cipher is not secure enough” where they clearly understood
that the cipher was the issue but it is unclear if they understood
that they needed to use AES/GCM/NoPadding. Consequently, we
chose to focus the themes brought up by participants through
thematic analysis rather than a judgement of if they did or did not
fully comprehend the notification content. Doing so allowed us to
understand what the key aspects of the content participants found
most salient and were most able to express.

4.5.2 Encryption (EN). Most participants explained the issue as
an encryption problem (outdated or weak encryption and cipher),
some used data integrity which could be a result of SpotBugs’s title
message including data integrity: “Data integrity is at risk, and hashing should be used to avoid such attacks” (SB86). Four participants
indicated that they did not understand the issue: “I’m unable to explain correctly this issue” (SB97), however, they all found the correct
fix. It is interesting to see that eleven Control participants did not
have a concrete explanation (out of which six were able to find the
correct fix and five were not), which shows that notifications may
have assisted participants in building a structured explanation, and
perhaps in finding the correct fix.
Twenty participants in the SAT conditions were uncertain about
what action to take or did not provide a clear action; out of this
group seven were not able to find the correct fix. For example,
SB37 explained: “I would have said to use private and public keys
(I only know the theory, not how to code this).” However, several
participants provided examples, or wrote that they would change
the encryption to a stronger one such as AES. HMAC which appears
in SpotBugs example code was not present in the responses of
Control participants at all, however, AES was mentioned (N=5)
suggesting awareness of it.
In regards to consequences, data tampering and not being secure
were most common. A few participants brought up the idea of
trade-offs. Specifically, SQ74 suggested: “This depends on the use
case. Some use case does not require strong cipher.” While only one
SAT participant saw a non-security issue with this code sample,
five participants in the Control condition brought up non-security
consequences of ignoring the notification: “While running the code
on different platform it could give different results or not run at all”
(CN25). Out of the two SAT participants who said nothing would
happen, one was not able to find the correct fix.

4.5.1 Sensitive data exposure (DE). Participants explained DE as
generic sensitive data exposure, credentials exposure, program
structure and internals exposure, and file and path exposure. Interestingly, several SAT participants (N=28) did not mention a security
issue in their explanations. “Catching the exception is good but logging the exact exception gives a benefit in tracking down the code
block that raised an exception” (SQ13). In the Control condition,
many participants used generic language like “it’s not secure” instead of terms such as logger (only one CN participant mentioned
a logger) and sensitive data exposure or leak, which were common
in SAT conditions.
Use of a logger was the dominant response for SATs conditions,
which is expected as in the SonarQube notification explicitly mentioned a logger. “Use a logging library; add a logger to the class”
(SQ118). Another major group of participants (N=20) were uncertain about what actions to take, nine of which were not able to
find the correct fix. Again, we observed that some SAT participants

4.5.3 Hard-coded credentials (HC). Many SAT participants (N=55)
explained HC as credentials being visible. Some SAT participants
(N=14) provided more detailed explanations such as the use of
external files, encryption, or environment variables: “The username
and password should be called from the db encrypted in order to avoid
middleman attacks” (SQ30). Encryption-related terms were only
used by SAT participants, which might be because of SonarQube’s
notification, where it recommends using an encrypted configuration
file for credentials. It is further notable that vague explanations like
“some security issue” only happened in the Control. SAT participants
all provided detailed explanations, e.g. “The code associated with
entering the database (and its security) is probably too simple and
easy to crack” (CN19).
Suggested actions for this code sample included moving credentials from the code to configuration files or databases, and retrieving
them just-in-time with function calls: e.g., “Move account and password data to the configuration file” (SQ132). Interestingly, six SAT

Factor
Attitudes to notifications
0.214
Prior knowledge and experience
-0.267
Importance and severity of vulnerability 0.741
Confidence in solution
0.508
Condition
Control
SonarQube
-0.251
SpotBugs
0.140
Years of experience in software development
0–1 years
2–5 years
0.800
6–10 years
1.60
11–15 years
1.39
16 years and above
1.80
Intercept
-5.183

Baseline
0.286
𝑝 > .4
0.23
𝑝 > .6
Baseline
0.344
𝑝 < .05
0.382 𝑝 < .0001
0.417 𝑝 < .001
0.445 𝑝 < .0001
0.755 𝑝 < .0001
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Table 8: Resulting groups from thematic analysis of three open-ended comprehension questions. SATs columns show the
combined number of sticky notes in both SAT conditions, and CN shows the number of sticky notes in the Control condition
per group.
Sensitive data exposure (DE)

Encryption (EN)
SATs

CN

Hard-coded credentials (HC)
SATs

CN

In a couple of sentences, explain the issue(s) highlighted by the notification(s) as if you were explaining them to a colleague.
Information leak through prints & logs
Encryption - outdated methods
17
4
Generic sensitive data exposure
36
7
Manipulation of data (preventing manipulation)
17
Credentials
5
Encryption - used is weak
15
12
Program structure & internals
5
4
Inappropriate use of cipher (insecure cipher)
12
14
Files & paths
4
Weak encryption - alternative suggested
10
4
Use a logger
Data integrity
8
Security not mentioned
12
1
Don’t know
4
1
Exposure mentioned
4
Laws and regulations
1
No security issues mentioned
16
16 Uncertain, no concrete explanation
11
Not sure
3
It’s not secure
14
What action(s) would you take in response to the notification?
Use a logger
27
6
Uncertain, no concrete action
Uncertain, no concrete action
20
16 Change & use stronger example
Use a custom error msg
11
5
Change encryption
Other non-security related
10
10 Use HMAC for encryption
Log somewhere else
7
4
Change to AES (with a concrete example)
Hide output
4
4
Change cipher
Avoid stack trace printing
3
Change & use to a recommended one
Other solutions
Change to AES (with a concrete example) as recommended
What could happen if you ignore the notification(s)?
Sensitive info exposure & leak
27
13
Attacks could happen (access)
26
15
No security consequences
23
10
Some security issues could happen
8
5
Debugging problems (non-security related)
5
1
Unsure
2

Data tampering, compromise
Not secure
Could be decrypted and attacked
Could be decrypted
It depends
Nothing, uncertain
Consequences to other parties
Non-security issues

participants did not provide a concrete action, five of this group
were not able to find the correct fix either.
Common consequences were the exposure of credentials and
attackers gaining access: “Database could be compromised by an
attacker who has visibility of the source code” (SQ83). While three
participants provided little information about the consequences, or
said it is a trade-off, all the three were able to find the correct fixes.

20
14
10
10
9
8
4
4
3

21
7
7

30
19
17
13
3
2
2
1

3
25
6
6

5
4
2

1

CN

Password is visible
Advice, problem-scoping, teaching
Use external files, config files
Use encryption
Use environment variables
Visible in decompiles
Security not mentioned
Some security issues could happen

55

27

7
5
2
8
7

1

Remove from code, store in a separate location
Secure, encrypt
Use a config file
Don’t use plain password with no clear solution
Use function calls
Uncertain, no concrete action
Use a database
Use environment variables
Other solutions

21
17
13
9
7
6
4
4
4

Attacker gets access
Credentials exposed
Not secure
Other consequences
Non-security issues
Nothing, uncertain, or a trade off

34
22
6
5
4
3

SATs

CN

Formatting & parameters
String concatenation not safe
Use prepared statements
SQL injection with no concrete explanation
Sanitise input
Escape input
Includes an example SQL attack
Non-security issues
Some security issue

26
20
14
7
5
4
4
2

1
1
1
19

9
4
12
2
1
9
1
6
2

Use prepared statements
Uncertain, no concrete action
Use parameters
Use escaping or sanitisation
Use string concatenation
Other solutions
Fix SQL, no clear solution given

31
18
10
9
6
6
3

17
17
4
4
1
2
1

18
12
7
3
6

Database exploit
Database damage (SQL injection)
Unsafe database
Some security issues
Non-security issues
Don’t know

30
27
16
10
6

9
17
5
3
10
1

3
4
9

3
14
6

5

not able to find the correct fix, however, further investigation potentially with an interview study in a lab environment where the
researchers can observe participants and ask questions is needed
to understand the relation between comprehension and ability to
act on the notifications.

5
4.5.4 SQL injection (SI). A majority of SAT participants (N=60)
used terms presented by both tools such as concatenation, formatting, and prepared statements in their explanations, e.g., “The string
concatenation is not safe to use” (SQ15). Control participants used
a vague language such as “SQL injection” and “some security issues could happen.” Fourteen Control participants did not bring
up a security issue in their explanation, which is a large number
compared to the two SAT participants (N=2). For example, CN42
explained that “Java will not insert data into the database table.”
While several SAT participants (N=31) said that they would use
PreparedStatement to fix the code, eighteen participants were not
clear about what action they would take (nine out of these were not
able to find the correct fix), e.g., “Modify the code to make it safer”
(SQ51). Common consequences of SI were an “unsafe database”
or “leads to exploiting” or “damaging the database.” To illustrate,
SQ23 explained: “Ignoring the notification puts the database at risk
if queries are coming from untrusted sources.”
With our qualitative analysis, we are not able to state whether
the answers to the comprehension questions directly impacted
participant’s ability to identify the correct fix. We observe that
a portion of participants in cases with uncertain answers were

SQL injection (SI)
SATs

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Prior work shows that if developers are prompted, nudged, or asked
explicitly about security, they are more likely to choose secure solutions over insecure solutions [50, 68–70, 74]. SATs have the potential
to promote more secure coding by proactively identifying issues at
early stages of development along with identifying the problematic
line(s) and providing specific guidance on how to correct them. The
vulnerabilities we tested were fairly common in that they are well
known and yet still appear in live code, even for simple errors like
leaving in hard-coded credentials [21, 49, 75, 79, 80]. Yet, for all code
samples, at least 20% of participants indicated an incorrect solution.
Out of 132 participants, only 22 found the correct fix for all code
samples, and 110 participants failed to find the correct fix for at
least one of the code samples (Section 4.2). These results suggest
that, at least for our code samples, the existing notification content
is not sufficiently helping developers.
False positives are a major pain point for developers [22, 54]
resulting in work to improve detection accuracy [81, 95]. But even
if the accuracy goes up, when developers receive notification there
is a real chance that they may not able to fix the vulnerability due
to not understanding the issue, opening a future research directions
for improving the notifications effectiveness.
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One possible explanation of the lack of impact from notifications
is that notification elements like presentation, phrasing, organisation, and structure are not well aligned with developer needs.
Prior work on the usability of developer-aimed security communications has similarly observed that participants do not find all
the information presented in notifications equally useful [39, 88].
The results are similar to our observations that participants did not
find links to external resources and meta data such as rank and category as useful as sample code (Section 4.3). Participants’ positive
attitude towards sample solutions and vulnerable code suggests
that enhancing these elements might improve usability.
Another possible explanation lies in the impact of experience
and developer attitudes on their performance. It appears that more
seasoned developers may benefit less from SATs, in particular if they
deem the vulnerability to be important, and if they are confident in
their own judgement.
Research has already suggested that notifications can be improved by including examples [62–64]. Improving examples in
cryptography APIs is associated with strong improvement in participants’ ability to write secure code [64]. Interestingly, most of the
notifications we tested did contain example code (Table 1) but we
observed effectively no impact from its inclusion or exclusion. DE
and HC had no example code in SpotBugs but did in SonarQube. Yet,
SpotBugs participants answered correctly more often for both code
samples (Section 4.2). This outcome suggests that how examples
are chosen and how well they align with the problem the developer
is facing may strongly impact their usefulness. One limitation of
our work is that we provided developers with a list of potential
solutions, which in some cases differed from the example solutions
because the solution did not match the sample code case. While
a limitation, the situation also highlights a realistic event where
provided solutions do not directly match the problem.
SATs are also valuable to developers because the code they are
using may not always be code they themselves have written. Developers tend to use code from online resources such as Stack Overflow
that may not be secure [2, 33]. They also sometimes inherit code or
join projects mid-way through. Using SATs could help developers
in deciding what code snippets are safe to use or and providing
guidance on how to make them more secure.
Our developer population was drawn from GitHub and Prolific
which are different sample sources and indeed they had different
profiles. GitHub users, for example, were selected because they
were part of existing Java projects. Yet participants from both pools
still struggled to correctly indicate the code sample fix from among
provided options (Section 3.5). We argue that developers from multiple skill levels likely need the guidance that SATs are intended to
provide. It is fairly easy to fall into a trap of assuming that senior
software engineers know everything, it is equally easy to assume
that novice ones, or those just learning to code have serious knowledge gaps. But our work suggests that improving SAT notifications
may possibly help people at all levels. Particularly if tools, like SATs,
can adjust to the context and needs of developers [26]. There is
room for future research to explore the different information and
guidance needs developers have and how to best support them.
Comprehension questions showed that several participants were
able to explain the issues mentioned in the notifications in a structured way, consider the right action, and determine the potential
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consequences of ignoring the notification. SAT participants used
more concrete language with specific terms, as opposed to Control
participants (Section 4.5). Another observation is that many participants brought up clear security consequences for code samples with
obvious security elements such as EN, HC, and SI. These results
suggest that notification content has some impact on developers’
comprehension of the problem. Though not all the time, as in the
DE code sample where few participants mentioned a security consequence. Future research could expand on the potential severity,
common knowledge, and developer beliefs about different vulnerabilities. Finding out how pre-existing knowledge plays a role in
developers decision making while fixing vulnerabilities could help
designers make improvements to security notifications and how
SATs represent information to developers.

6

CONCLUSION

We studied security notifications from two popular SATs (SonarQube and SpotBugs) and found that seeing SAT notifications led
to more detailed open-ended answers and slightly improved code
correction answers. Prior software development experience, perceived vulnerability severity, and answer confidence all positively
impacted answer accuracy. Future research is needed to find ways
to improve security notifications for software developers by exploring the different information and guidance needs developers have
and how to best support them.
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SAT USAGE PLOTS

Plot contexts are described within the main document, in particular
in Section 4.1. We include them here for more details and as a point
of reference for future studies.
I only heard about them in this survey
I have installed them but almost never used them
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I have never used them but I have heard of them
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Figure 6: Answers to “how often do you use static analysis
tools for any software development purpose, not just security?”
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Figure 7: Answers to “which static analysis tools do you currently use?” SpotBugs and FindBugs are merged into one bar
as SpotBugs is a successor of FindBugs. ESLint and JSHint
are JavaScript specific, Checkstyle is primary designed for
coding standards and style, Pylint and Flake8 are Python
specific, and RuboCop is for Ruby programs. PMD, Fortify,
Coverity, Veracode, Checkmarx have security rules for Java.
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Figure 9: Answers to “How often do you use static analysis
tools to find the following types of issues?”
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Notifications reported by static analysis tools are
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Figure 8: Answers to “in what stage of software development
do you use static analysis tools?”

Figure 10: Answers to “please rate how much you agree or
disagree with the following statements.” Items are are taken
from Vassallo et al [98].
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LIKERT ITEMS

Table 9 shows all Likert items that the participants saw after
each sample code with the factor loading, mean, and standard
deviation per condition.
Table 9: Analysis of Likert items. FL stands for factor loading from the factor analysis. Three columns with conditions represent mean (𝜇) and standard deviation (𝜎) per item across the four tasks.

FL

Control

SonarQube

SpotBugs

𝜇

𝜎

𝜇

𝜎

𝜇

𝜎

Attitudes towards the notifications (Cronbach’s alpha = .87)
1 I find the notification difficult to understand (reversed).
2 The notification provided enough information to understand the issues.
3 I need additional information to understand the issues (reversed).
4 The notification helped me understand the issues.
5 The notification’s descriptions are just like how I would describe the issues.
6 The notification’ language sounds natural to me.
7 The notification tell me why the issues could be important.
8 The notification is consistent with other notifications I receive in my prior software development tasks.

.58
.80
.50
.75
.80
.58
.71
.55

3.03
2.48
2.58
2.92
2.42
3.49
2.89
2.97

1.06
1.10
1.18
1.08
1.20
1.04
1.25
0.96

3.87
4.01
3.54
4.06
3.67
3.97
4.13
3.67

0.96
0.90
1.21
0.73
0.92
0.71
0.83
0.91

3.53
3.98
3.42
3.88
3.58
3.81
4.19
3.48

1.18
0.93
1.28
0.95
1.02
0.99
.0.92
1.00

Prior knowledge and experience (Cronbach’s alpha = .78)
9 I have experience in writing {client server requests, SQL queries, code for databases, encryption code}.
10 I used my prior knowledge about the issues to choose the code snippet solution.
11 My prior knowledge about the issues was more useful than the notification content when selecting a code snippet solution.

.58
.73
.74

3.45
3.88
3.71

1.20
0.94
1.03

3.60
3.52
3.09

1.34
1.11
1.23

3.59
3.58
3.16

1.30
1.24
1.23

Importance and severity of the vulnerability (Cronbach’s alpha = .69)
12 The issues are of low severity (reversed).
13 It is likely that an attacker can exploit the issues.
14 I would try to fix the issues if this was a real-world project.

.81
.63
.46

3.89
3.88
4.30

0.89
0.90
0.83

4.07
4.06
4.52

1.12
1.10
0.69

3.99
4.26
4.41

1.07
0.93
0.90

Confidence in the solution (Cronbach’s alpha = .78)
15 I am confident that the code snippet solution I chose would solve the issues.
16 I understand how the code snippet solution fixes the issues.

.67
.63

3.42
3.66

1.18
1.05

3.71
3.90

1.08
0.93

3.85
3.99

1.10
1.07

Items that didn’t belong to any factors
17 The issues are rare in software projects (reversed).
18 I have encountered the notification before.

<.40
<.40

3.66
2.29

0.96
0.95

3.94
2.97

0.83
1.25

3.72
3.58

0.92
1.32

